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Each student made a lighting fixture for interior Each student made a lighting fixture for interior 
during three weeks, they presented the works at during three weeks, they presented the works at 
the classroom.the classroom.
The first year, about 50 students took the class.The first year, about 50 students took the class.







Lighting space for meditationLighting space for meditation



The next year (2002), about 120 second-year students took the 
class.





Wall hanging light fixture







ILLUMINATING ILLUMINATING 
ProjectsProjects



CAMPUS CAMPUS 
ILLUMINATIONILLUMINATION

JUNE 10JUNE 10--12, 200312, 2003
This project was conducted as a part of an This project was conducted as a part of an 

architectural secondarchitectural second--year class which provided year class which provided 
lectures and practices in lighting and color lectures and practices in lighting and color 

environment.environment.



Present condition at the campusPresent condition at the campus
Despite many students study till late, Despite many students study till late, 
the outdoor space looks bleak. We the outdoor space looks bleak. We 
considered to produce several warmconsidered to produce several warm--
hearted places using lights.hearted places using lights.



Building of Department of ArchitectureBuilding of Department of Architecture
The top (4th) floor studios are shining all the night through The top (4th) floor studios are shining all the night through 



First sketchesFirst sketches

113 architectural students joined the project, 113 architectural students joined the project, 
and the students illuminated 12 separate places.and the students illuminated 12 separate places.
They considered how the features of the They considered how the features of the 
campus would be more characterized by campus would be more characterized by 
focusing lights on them. focusing lights on them. 



We presented our ideas to the head We presented our ideas to the head 
office of the university.office of the university.



Scale ModelScale Model

Field Trials and Field Trials and 
ExperimentsExperiments



Floodlight to the building of Department of Architecture



Cleaning all the windows to Cleaning all the windows to improve the lighting improve the lighting 
effectseffects



Put blue filters on the windows.Put blue filters on the windows.





2 days before the event2 days before the event
Building up the StageBuilding up the Stage





On the event daysOn the event days
We presented each visitor with our handmade pamphlet and a We presented each visitor with our handmade pamphlet and a 
luminous bracelet. They toured the campus wearing the luminous bracelet. They toured the campus wearing the 
bracelets.bracelets.
The thousands of shining bracelets became a part of our The thousands of shining bracelets became a part of our 
visual performance. visual performance. 



PPamphlet amphlet 



Blue moment :Blue moment :
WWe assumed the building as a lighting box.e assumed the building as a lighting box.
IIt emits blue light to the outside, and it has red flames in t emits blue light to the outside, and it has red flames in 
the inside.  the inside.  



Blue windows looked mysterious from the long distanceBlue windows looked mysterious from the long distance



Using red pylons for entrance decoration



Core members



Candle lights invite visitors to the top floor.



More than 3,000 visitors for 3 days enjoyed our More than 3,000 visitors for 3 days enjoyed our 
works including neighboring residents, other works including neighboring residents, other 
school students and some visitors from distant school students and some visitors from distant 
places places 

Cube : 27 colorful lighting fixtures are set on the Cube : 27 colorful lighting fixtures are set on the 
street and in the bushstreet and in the bush



EEgg coatgg coat
3 tables in a 3 tables in a terrace cafe are covered by terrace cafe are covered by 
translucent screens. Each spherical body translucent screens. Each spherical body 
represent the egg. Visitors can enjoy drinking represent the egg. Visitors can enjoy drinking 
and chattering inside eggs and their silhouette and chattering inside eggs and their silhouette 
appear against the screen. appear against the screen. 







Title  Title  →→

Number Number →→

Sign project :Sign project :
One student group made One student group made 
signs leading visitors to signs leading visitors to 
each spot.each spot.



TTexture and mixtureexture and mixture

People or wind People or wind 
swing the cube, swing the cube, 
and scattered and scattered 
pieces of glasses pieces of glasses 
reflect the light reflect the light 
brilliantlybrilliantly



Pathway lighting using bambooPathway lighting using bamboo



Interaction between people,Interaction between people, water, light and soundwater, light and sound

Tiny green lights in 
bush represent glow of 
fireflies.
They shine according 
to the surround sound  
that are made by 
people and dropping 
water.



The combination of light and trash-box. 

The central shade is rotating by The central shade is rotating by 
the heat of the lamp. It projects the heat of the lamp. It projects 
various lighting patterns to the various lighting patterns to the 
outside cover.outside cover.



BBirth irth 
They represent They represent 
the birth of the birth of 
various plants. various plants. 
There is a folk There is a folk 
story that shining story that shining 
young plant had a young plant had a 
baby princess.baby princess.







LLanterns expressing Japanese four seasonsanterns expressing Japanese four seasons



The main plaza was 
filled with candle 
lights







After the project 
finished we 
enjoyed fireworks 
till middle of night.









This project was introduced at the NTV This project was introduced at the NTV 
(Nippon Television Network (Nippon Television Network 
Corporation ) and several newspapers. Corporation ) and several newspapers. 



HAPPY ROADHAPPY ROAD
ILLUMINATIONILLUMINATION

JULY 18JULY 18--19, 200319, 2003

We illuminated an open space in the shopping street close to We illuminated an open space in the shopping street close to 
our university. our university. 

This project was combined with a summer festival of the This project was combined with a summer festival of the 
district.district.



We conducted several 
experiments of illuminating 
effects through balloons 
and Japanese papers at the 
laboratory 







1,000 balloons were used to 
interactively entertain visitors.

Romping kids and shimmering diffuse 
lights interacted energetically





On the second day of the 
exhibition, we created a 
lighting tower of balloons. 









Project team



ANTI GRAFFITI ANTI GRAFFITI 
WORKSHOPSWORKSHOPS

●●TUNNELTUNNEL’’S PAINTINGS PAINTING 1,21,2
●●SHUTTER PAINTINGSHUTTER PAINTING









Tunnel was covered by graffiti

There had been numerous graffiti inside the tunnel, despite cityThere had been numerous graffiti inside the tunnel, despite city
government projects which erased and repainted graffiti. We weregovernment projects which erased and repainted graffiti. We were
asked to lead the painting in September 2003. We decided to creaasked to lead the painting in September 2003. We decided to create a te a 
painting that would be unlikely covered by graffiti and would bepainting that would be unlikely covered by graffiti and would be
appealing to neighboring residents. We also attempted to do the appealing to neighboring residents. We also attempted to do the 
painting with college students and residents. painting with college students and residents. 



Town council members and residents Town council members and residents 
erased all graffiti of inside the tunnel erased all graffiti of inside the tunnel 





Students made seven basic sketches and we presented them to Students made seven basic sketches and we presented them to 
the neighborhood association on September 11, 2003. After the the neighborhood association on September 11, 2003. After the 
discussion, 'Stream in Spring' was chosen to be theme of the discussion, 'Stream in Spring' was chosen to be theme of the 
painting. A famous school song 'Stream in Spring' was written inpainting. A famous school song 'Stream in Spring' was written in
YoyogihachimanYoyogihachiman, there used to be a clean stream. It now exists , there used to be a clean stream. It now exists 
as a covered conduit. as a covered conduit. 



The monument of 'Stream in Spring' song is settled The monument of 'Stream in Spring' song is settled 
near the near the YoyogihachimanYoyogihachiman Station. Many residents Station. Many residents 
have strong attachment to this song. We were going have strong attachment to this song. We were going 
to bring their memories back.to bring their memories back.













Various creatures are inside Various creatures are inside 
the stream. We painted them the stream. We painted them 
using only elementary colors using only elementary colors 
because it was easy to repaint because it was easy to repaint 
them if they were covered by them if they were covered by 
graffiti. graffiti. 



91 feet long



ENDEND
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